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Abstract 
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 Introduction  

This paper consist of three sections . In section one we study definition of s-coc-open set and 

locally s-coc-closed set and study some properties . In section two study s-coc-continuous ,  s-

coc´-continuous  and we prove propositions . In section three we defined new types of s-coc-

separation axioms and we introduced relation among them . 

 

Definition : - (1.1) [5] 

A subset A of a space      is called a cocompact open set (coc-open-set) if every     there 

exists open set     and compact subset   such that         , the complement of 

coc-open set is called coc-closed set . 

 

Definition :- (1.2) [7] 

   Asubset   of space   is called a semi open set (s-open) if and only if      and  is called 

s-closed if and only if    s-open. 

 

Proposition (1.1)[6] 

For any subset   of space   the following statements are equivalent . 

1)   is s-open set . 

2)  ̅    ̅̅̅ 

3) There exists open set   such that       ̅ 
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Remark (1.1) [7] 

Every open set is semi-open .but the convers is not true  

 

Proposition (1.2) [2] 

For any subset   of a space   the following statements are equivalent  

1.   is s-closed 

2.     
 
 

3. There exists closed set   in   such that        

 

Definition (1.3) 

A subset A of a space       is called semi-cocompact open set (s-coc-open-set) if for every 

    there exists s-open set     and compact subset   such that        , the 

complement of s-coc-open set is called s-coc-closed set . 

  

Remark (1.2)  

Every coc-open set is s-coc-open set .but the convers is not true for the following example 

:- 

 

Example (1.1) 

  Consider the space   {           }    {    { } { } {   }} topology on  ,   {   } s-

coc-open set but not coc-open set. 

 

Remark (1.3) :-  

i- Every open set is s-coc-open set . 

ii- Every s-open set is s-coc-open set . 

 
proof: 
i. Let   open set. Then   s-open and   compact.Then for all     we have       

 . 

ii.Clear . 

but the convers is not true for the following example :- 

Let   {           }    {    { }}. It is clear that { } s-coc-open set but not open and not 

s-open set . 

 

 

 

Remark (1.4) :-  

1. The intersection of open set and s-open is s-open [7] . 

2. The intersection of two s-coc-open is s-coc-open set . 

3. The intersection of s-coc-open and coc-open set is s-coc-open  

4.  The union of s-coc-open is s-coc-open set  

5.  The intersection of s-coc-open sets and open set is s-coc-open  

 
Proof: - 

2.  Let   and   s-coc-open sets. To prove     is s-coc-open set. And let     is not  s- 

coc- open set.Then there exists       such that for all    s-open set and  compact 

          .  Then          or         . Then  is not s-coc or  is 

not s-coc-open set.This contradicationsince  ,   s-coc-open sets. Then     is s-coc-open 

set. 
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3.  Let   s-coc-open set and   coc-open set .since  coc-open then   s-coc-open. Then 

     is s-coc-open set by (2) 

 

     {      }s-coc-open set .let        .Then     for some    .Thenthere exists 

   s-open set and    compact such that               then         
   ,then     s-coc-open set . 

 

5.Let   s-coc-open set and   open set  .Then for all       here exists   s-open set and    

compact such that         , since   s-open and   open ,then     s-open by 

(1),then                then              then          
   then     s-coc-open set. 

 

Remark (1.5) :-  

1.  The coc-open sets forms topology on   denoted by     [9] 

2. The s-coc-open sets forms topology on   denoted by     

3. Every s-closed is s-coc -closed but the converse is not true for example 

 

 

Example(1.2) 

Let    {           }    {     { } { } {   }} topology on   and   {   }s-coc-open 

set then   {          } s-closed but    not s-closed . 

 

Proposition (1.3)  

Let   and   be topological spacesand     ,    such that   s-coc-open set in    and   s-

coc-open set in    then     is s-coc-open subset in         
 

 

Proof :- 

 

Let           , then     and        Since   is s-coc-open in   . Then for all     

there exists   s-open set and     compact such that          .  Since B   is s-coc-open 

in   . Then for all     there exists   s-open set and    compact such that          

Since   and   are s-open sets ,Then     ̅̅ ̅ and     ̅̅ ̅  then       ̅̅ ̅    ̅̅ ̅       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

      ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅.Then           ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅, then    s-open in    and      compact in      

.Then for all           there exists s-open       and          compat such 

that               therefor     s-coc-open in    . 

 

                  s-coc-open                                                                   s-open 

 

 

 

 

                      coc-open                                                                             open 
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Definition (1.4) 

Let   be space and    . The intersection of all s-coc-closed sets  containing   called the 

s-coc- closure  of A defined  by . 
     

  {     –    –                    } 
 

Definition (1.5)[5] 

    Let   be space and    . The intersection of all coc-closed sets     containing   called the 

coc-closure of A defined  by 
   

  {         –                    } 
 

Proposition (1.4) 

Let   be a topological space and    then  
     

 is the smallest s-coc-closed set containing 

 . 

Proof  
Clear . 

 

Proposition (1.5)[5] 

Let   be a topological space and     ,then   
   

 if  and only if for each coc-open in   

contained point   we have       .                                              

 

Proposition (1.6) 

Let   be a topological space and     , then    
     

if and only if for each s-coc-open in 

  contained point   we have       .  

       

Assume that      
     

and let   s-coc-open in   such that     , and suppose     
 then    . Since  s-coc-open set in   and     then    s-coc closed set in   and   

 and  
     

is smallest s-coc-closed contain   then 
     

    . Since        and 

    then      then    
     

  
Conversely :- 

Let   s-coc-closed set in   such that     and      .To prove   
     

.Let   

 
     

 then     
     

   , since  
     

 is s-coc-closed in   ,   
     

   is s-coc-open in 

 and  
     

   
     

      .Then      
     

      ,since    
     

    .This is a 

contradiction since for every s-coc-open set in   ,       . 

 

 

 

Proposition (1.7) 

Let   be a topological space and     then  

i-   
     

   is s-coc-closed set  

ii-   is s-coc-closed if and only if    
     

 

iii-  
     

  
     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅     

 

iv- If     then  
     

  
     

 

v-  
     

   

vi-  
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Proof :- 

i- By definition of s-coc-closed set. 

 

ii- Let   is s-coc-closed in     Since    
     

 and  
     

smallest s-coc-closed set 

containing   , then  
     

     then    
     

 

conversely :- 

Let   
     

  . Since 
     

 is s-coc-closed then   is s-coc-closed. 

 

iii- From (i) and (ii) 

 

iv- Let     . Since   ̅ then    
     

  Since  
     

 smallest s-coc-closed set 

containing   then  
     

  
     

 

 

v- Let x  
     

  then for all s-coc-open set U such that x U we have U     .Then 

for all open set U such that x U we have U     by proposition (1.5). Then x  ̅ . 

 

vi- by proposition(1.6) and proposition(1.5). 

 

Definition (1.6) 

Let   be space and    . The union of all s-coc-open sets of   containing in   is called s-

coc-Interior of   denoted by          {                           } 
 

 

Definition (1.7)[5] 

     Let   be space and    . The union of all coc-open sets of   containing in   is called 

coc-Interior of   denoted by     

       {                           } 
 

Proposition (1.8):- 

Let   be a topological space and    , then         is the largest s-coc-open set contain   

 

Proof : 

 Clear.  

 

Proposition(1.9) 

Let   be a topological space and     , then           if and only if there exists s-coc- 

open set   containing  such that       .  

 

 

Proof : 

Let           then      suchthat   s-coc-open set and         .  

Conversely 

Let there exists   s-coc-open set such that      then       ,     and   s-coc-open 

set then           . 

 

Proposition(1.10)[5] 
    Let   be a topological space and     , then          if and only if there exists coc-open 

set   containing    such that       .  
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Proposition (1.11) 

 

Let   be a topological space and      then . 

1.        is s-coc-open set . 

2.  is s-coc-open  if and only if          . 

3.           . 

4.                        . 

5. if    then                . 

6.               

Proof :- 

 

 

1. and   2.   from definition (1.5)  

 

3. Let         then there exists   open set such that        then   s-coc-open set 

then   s-coc-open set such that        thus           

 

4.from (1) and (2). 

 

5.Let          then there exists  s-coc-open set such that        by proposition(1.9), 

since      then        Then           by proposition(1.9) . Thus         
         

 

6. By proposition(1.10) and  proposition (1.9) 

 

Proposition (1.12) 

Let   be a space and    , then              
     

   

Proof  

Let              and     
     

      Then    
     

 Then for all     there exists   s-

coc-open setsuch that            proposition (1.6)   Since            s-coc-open set then 

                Then               then      .This is contradiction Thus 

    
     

    Then              
     

    et     
     

   then    
     

   Then there 

exists   s-coc-open set such that          Then      Therefore        

              Thus              then              
     

  . 

 

 

Definition (1.8):-[1] 

Let   be a space and   any subset of X, a neighborhood of   is any subset of   which 

contains an open set containing     The neighborhoods of a subset { } is also neighborhood 

of the point   . 

 

 

Remark (1.6)  

The collection of all neighborhoods of the subset   of   are denoted by       In particular 

the collection of all neighborhoods of   is denoted by     . 
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Definition (1.9) 

Let   be a space and B   , an s-coc-neighborhood of   is any subset of   which contains an 

s-coc-open set containing   .The s-coc-neighborhood of subset { } is also called  s-coc-

neighborhood of the point  . 

 

Remark (1.7)  

The collection of all neighborhoods of the subset   of   are denoted by           in 

particular the collection of all neighborhoods of   is denoted by          . 

 

 

Proposition (1.13) 

Let       be a topological space and for each   , let           be a collection of all s-coc- 

neighborhoods of   then :- 

i. If             such that     then             
ii. If               then                such that       

iii. If              then               
Proof 

i- Since             then there exists   s-coc-open set such that      , since 

    then      hence            . 
 

ii- Let              and                 Then      and for all    s-coc-open 

set such that         ,               Then               
         this contradiction . 

 

iii- Since             exists    s-coc-open set such that               Then  
           Therefore              . 
 

Proposition (1.14)  

 

Let       be a space and     then   s-coc-open set in   if and only if   is s-coc- 

neighborhood for all his points in   

Proof  

Let   s-coc-open and     .Since       then    is s-coc- neighborhood of    for all    

hence  is s-coc- neighborhood for all  his points  

Conversely : 
Let  is s-coc- neighborhood for all  his points  and     .Then  is s-coc- neighborhood for  

 then there exists    s-coc-open set such that         .Then    {     }  
{       }    .Then   {       }  Then   union of s-coc-open sets  . Therefor  is  s-

coc-open set 

 

Proposition (1.15) 

If                                       {     } 
Proof  

Since   discrete topology        {     }  Let     and     either          

-if    then  not s-coc- neighborhood of    hence            

-if       Since{ }    , and { } open set in      Then{ } s-coc-open set   { }  

        s-coc- neighborhood of     then           hence          {     } 
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Remark (1.8) 

Every neighborhood of   is s-coc- neighborhood of       But the converse not true for 

example  

 

Example (1.3) 

Let   {       }     {     { }}     {   }not neighborhood of   but s-coc- 

neighborhood of    

 

Definition (1.10)[4] 

   Let       be a topological space and   subset of   is called a locally closed set if A     

,  here U   and   closed in   . 

 

Definition (1.11) 

   Let       be a topological space and   subset of   is called a locally s-coc-closed set if 

A     , where     ,   s-coc-closed  in   

 

 

Proposition (1.16) 

Every locally closed set is locally s-coc-closed. 

 

 

Proof 

Let   be locally closed then      such that     ,   closed  set  . Since every closed is s-

coc-closed then   is locally s-coc-closed set.But the convers is not true for the following 

example. 

 

 

Example (1.4) 

Let   {        }    {    {     }}  and   {   } Since   {     } {     } and {     } 

s-coc-closed  .Then   is locally s-coc-closed set . But there exist no   closed set such that 

  {     }  . 

 

Proposition (1.17) 

i. The intersection of two locally s-coc-closed set is locally s-coc-closed set  

ii. The union of any family of locally s-coc-closed sets is locally s-coc-closed 

 
 

Proof  

i. Let     are locally s-coc-closed sets. Then              ,suchthat      and 

    are s-coc-closed  sets in   .Then       is s-coc-closed sets in   and  U V 
     Then     locally s-coc-closed sets. 

  

ii. Let {       } family of locally s-coc-closed sets  . 

Then                              

Since     then       . Since    s-coc-closed set in    .Then        s–coc–
closed set  .Then     locally s-coc-closed set . 
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Proposition(1.18) 

If X space and   discrete topology on X then any subset of X is locally s-coc-closed set. 

proof: 
 Let A  X, since   is discrete  topology on X . Then A is open and closed set .Since A     

then A is locally closed set .Then A is locally s-coc closed set byproposition(1.16). 

 

2.On s-coc- continuous function  
In this section, we introduce the definition of s-coc-continuous , remarks and propositions 

about this concept . 

Definition (2.1)[1] 

    Let        be a function of a space   in to a space  .Then   is called a continuous  

function if        is open set in    for every open set      

 

Theorem (2.1) [10] 

    Let        function of a space   in to a space  then :- 

i.  is a continuous function if and only if         closed set in . 

ii.  is a continuous function if and only if    ̅      ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ for every set     . 

iii.   is a continuous function if and only if       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅        ̅ for every set       

iv.   is a continuous function if and only if        (      )
 
   for every 

set        
 

Definition (2.2) 

   Let        be a function of a space   in to a space  .  is called s-coc-continuous 

function if        is s-coc-open set in     for every  open set A in   . 

 

 

Definition (2.3) [5] 

   Let        be a function of a space   in to a space  .  is called coc-continuous 

function if        is  coc-open set in     for every  open set A in   . 

 

Proposition (2.1) 

i. Every continuous  is s-coc-continuous  

ii. Every  coc-continuous  is s-coc-continuous  

 

 Proof 

i. Let         be continuous  function and A open set in Y. Then        is open set 

in X . Then         is s-coc-open set in X .Then   is s-coc-continuous  

 

ii. Let       coc-continuous function and A open set in Y then        coc-open 

set in X . Then        s-coc-open set in X then   is s-coc-continuous . 

           But the convers of  i. and ii.  not hold for example 

 

Example (2.1) 

i. Let   {         }    {    { }}topology on      {     }    ́  {    { }} 

topology on and                        {
     {   }
     {   }

  . Then   not continuous  

but s-coc-continuous 
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ii. Let   {         }    {    { }}topology on      {   }  ́  {    { }}     

topology on     and                        {
      
      

  . Since{a}is open set in Y 

and     {a}) { } not coc-open set in X . Then   is not coc-continuous function .But 

{1} s-coc-open set in X   . Then   s-coc-continuous  . 

 

 

Proposition (2.2) 

 

    Let        be a function of a space   in to a space   then  

i. The constant function is s-coc-continuous  

ii. If (X,   discrete topology then   s-coc-continuous  

iii. If   finite set and   any topology on    then   s-coc-continuous   

iv.  If (Y,  ) indiscrete topology then   s-coc-continuous 

v. The identity function is s-coc-continuous  

vi. If               such that  usual topology on      coffinite topology such that 

     | |             then  s-coc-continuous.                    

 

Proof  clear 

 

Proposition (2.3) 

  Let        be a function of a space   in to a space   then the following statements are 

equivalent :- 

1.   s-coc-continuous  function . 

2.         (      )
      

for every set   of Y .  

3.       s-coc-closed set in   for every closed set        . 

4.    ̅           ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅    for every set   of     

       5.         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅           ̅   for every set       . 

 

proof: 
         

   Let   ,since   open set in   .Then         s-coc-open set  .Thus         

(       )
      

 (      )
      

 .Then         (     )
      

 . 

    

   Let     such that   closed set in  .Then    open set then          then 

           (       )
      

.Then         (       )
      

then(      )
 
 

               . Therefore(      )
 
                   Hence (      )

 
 s-coc-

open set in    Then        s-coc-closed set in  . 

 

    

Let     . Then     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  s-coc-closed set in   .Then by (3) we have    (    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) s-coc-

closed set in   containing  ,thus ̅         (    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )(since  ̅      intersection of all s-

coc-closed set in   containing) . Hence       ̅̅ ̅̅̅           ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

 

    

         Let     Then         .Then by (4) we have             ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅                ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   . 

Hence          ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅            ̅  . 
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 Let   open set in   then    closed .Then      ̅̅̅̅ . Hence         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅              ̅̅̅̅   . 

Then         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅                Then                    s-coc-closed  set in   

.Therefore        s-coc-open set in X . Thus   s-coc-continuous  function . 

 

Remark(2.1) 

From proposition (2.1) we have   s-coc-continuous  if and only  if  the inverseimage of every 

closed set in   is s-coc- closed set in     
 

Definition (2.4 ) 

    Let        be a function of a space   in to a space    then   is called s-coc irresolute 

  –    ́–              function if        s-coc-open set in   for every s-coc-open set     

. 

 

Definition (2.5 )[5] 

     Let        be a function of a space   in to a space    then   is called coc-irresolute 

    ́–              function if        coc-open set in   for every coc-open set     . 

 

Proposition (2.4) 

     Every  –    ́–             function is s-coc-continuous  function 

 Proof: 

      Let             ̀   –     ́ –             and    open set in  . Then   is s-coc-open 

set .Since   –    ́–           then         s-coc-open.  Hence   s-coc-continuous function 

. But the invers is not true in general for the following example  

 

Example(2.2) 

 Let        function defined by        {

           
          
          

 and    usual topology on   ,   

indiscrete topology on   {     } then the only open sets in  are       , then          

       {                    }  {       { }      }    .Since       s-coc-open 

sets in   then               s-coc-open in   .Then   s-coc-continuous function.  But { } s-

coc-open in   and     { }   { }  is not s-coc-open set in      { }  . There is no s-open 

set   such that      , and   compact such that        { }. Then    is not s-coc´-
continuous function . 

 

 

Proposition (2.5) 
 

    Let        –    ́–            then        s-coc-closed set in   for all A s-coc-closed 

set in Y 

proof 

    Then    s-coc-open in   .Since   –    ́–           . Then         is s-coc-open in   

by definition (2.4) .Since          (      )
 
.Then (      )

 
 s-coc-open set in   

.Therefore         s-coc-closed set in    for all   s-coc-closed set in  . 
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Note that  

i.  –    ́–           is need not to be continuous function .  

ii. continuous  is need not to be   –    ́–                     . 

iii. –    ́–           is need not to be     ́–continuous function . 

 

Examples (2.3) 

 

i. Let           {     }    {    { }}            and   {   }   ̀  

{    { }}                                          It is clear that f is s-co ́-

continuous but not continuous . 

 

ii. Let             ́      {     }   ́  {   }                 

  {   }                       {
            

             

           

    Then  is  continuous but not s-

co ́-continuous . 

 

iii. Let X {              }         {             }     {     {   }}be topology on X 

    {     {  }}            y on Y, let              ́                     

  When  i          . Since {  } coc-open set in Y and     {  }  {  } is not coc-

open set in X  then  is not  coc´-continuous  . But          is discrete topology on Y and 

         is discrete topology on X  then  is s-coc´-continuous .  

 

Proposition (2.6) 
 

    Let        be a function of space   into space   then the following statements are 

equivalent . 

i.    s-co ́-continuous 

ii.    ̅           ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅       for every set     

iii.       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅            ̅       for every set     

 

proof: 
       

     Let   then      and    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅      s-coc-closed set in Y .Since 

    –    ́–            .  Then         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅       s-coc-closed set in   by proposition(2.1.5) . 

Since         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅      then                  ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅        .Then          ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅       .Since 

        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅        s-coc-closed . Then ̅              ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅        .Then    ̅       

          ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅             ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅      .Then    ̅           ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅       

 

       
Let  ̅           ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅                     ,then                   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅        

 (      )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅      
. Since  (      )      Then         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅         ̅      .Hence 

      ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅            ̅       
 

      
   Let   s-coc-closed set in   then B   ̅      . Since       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅            ̅      . 

Then      ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅             .Since               ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅      .Therefore       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅       
       . Therefore        s-coc-closed in X .Then        ́             . 
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Not that  

     composition of two s-coc-continuous  function is not necessary be s-coc-continuous  

function as the following example.  

 

Example (2.4) 

    Let        {     }   {   }     {      }topology on       ́  {    {   }}  

topology on          {    { }} be topology on   and       defined by      

{
              
               

              
       defined by      {

       {   }
             

are s-coc-continuous in Y , 

W , but     not s-coc-continuous , since       { }      {   }  {    } not s-coc-

open .Then     not s-coc-continuous . 

 

 

Proposition (2.7) 

    If        s-coc-continuous and       continuous then      s-coc-continuous   

 

proof: 
    Let   open set in   .Since   continuous , then        open in   .Since   s-coc-

continuous  then    (      ) s-coc-continuous  in   .Then             s-coc-open in 

 .Then           s-coc-continuous  

 

Proposition (2.8) 

   If         and        –    ́–            then          –    ́–              

 

Proposition (2.9) 

   Let         be a function of space   into space   then   is  –    ́–            function 

if and only if the inverse image of every s-coc-closed in   is s-coc-closed set in   

 

proof: 

Let  –    ́–            , let   s-coc-closed set in   .Then    s-coc-open in   Since 

 –    ́–            , then         s-coc-open in                            
                           .Then            s-coc-open in X. Hence         s-

coc-closed in   

Conversely: 
  Let   s-coc-open in  , then  s-coc-closed in    . Then           s-coc-closed in  , since  

                                                  . 

Therefore                   . Then             s-coc-closed in    hence         s-coc-

closed in    hen         –    ́–           . 

 

Proposition (2.10) 

     If       s-coc-continuous onto then for all     and for all   nbd of   we get there 

exists   s-coc-open of       such that          and        s-coc-nbd of        
Proof : 
   Let     and    nbd of y . Then there exists   open set in   such that       .Since   

onto then there exists     such that       . Then           . Since   s-coc-continuous 

then        s-coc-open in  ,                      . Let          then        
         then           and        s-coc-nbd of         
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Proposition (2.11) 

    If   is locally s-coc-closed set in   and             ́  continuous and s-co ́-continuous 

. Then        is locally s-coc-closed set in   . 

 

 

Proof : 
Since   is locally s-coc-closed set in   .Then      such that    ́ and   s-coc-closed 

set in  . Since   is continuous. Then        open set in    .Since   s-co ́-continuous. Then 

       is s-coc-closed set in  and                               then        is 

locally s-coc-closed set in    
 

Proposition (2.12) 

If   is locally s-coc-closed set in   and             ́  continuous. Then        is locally 

s-coc-closed set in   

Proof : 
    Since   is locally s-coc-closed set in  .Then       such that    ́ and   s-coc-closed 

set in Y . Since   is continuous. Then           and        is closed sets in X 

.Then       is s-coc-closed set in   .Since                                 
Then        is locally s-coc-closed set in X  

 

 

continuous 

  

 

 

 

                                     s-coc´-continuous                                                   s-coc-continuous   

 

 

  

 

                              coc´-continuous                                                      coc-continuous   

 

 

 

 

3.On s-coc-separation axioms 
      In this section we recall some definitions , examples , remarks and propositions about 

separation properties . by using s-coc-open sets and we prove some relation between them . 

 

Definition (3.1) [3] 

A space is called   -space if and only if for each          there exists open sets 

        such that     ,                  . 
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Definition (3.2) 

   A space is called s-coc-  -space if and only if for each          there exists s-coc-open 

sets         such that     ,                 . 

 

Remark (3.1) 

   Every   -space is s-coc-  -space but the convers is not true in general . 

 

Example (3.1) 

     Let    {         }    {    { } {   }}              . The s-coc-open sets discrete 

Topology then   is s-coc-  -space but not   -space. 

 

Proposition (3.1) 

    Let   be a space , then   is s-coc-  -space if and only if { } s-coc-closed set for each 

    . 

 

Proof 

    Let   is s-coc-  -space and     such thaty { } . Then     , since   is s-coc-  -space 

, then there exists s-coc-open set   such that        { }            { } 
.Then   { }                   { }   ,then   { }       hence  { }       { }.Then 

{ } s-coc-closed by proposition (1.1.14) (2) . 

Conversely : 
    Let { } s-coc-closed       then { }  s-coc-open set ,let          then   { }     
{ }    Then { }    { }since  { } s-coc-closed then { }  s-coc-open  { }    
{ }       { }     { }  . Hence   is s-coc-  -space  . 

 
Definition (3.3) [1] 

   Let       be a function of space   into space   then  :- 
i-   is called open function if      is open set in   for every open set        . 

ii-   is called closed function if      is closed set in   for every closed set       . 

   
Definition (3.4) 
    A function             ́  is called  

i- super s-coc-open if      is open in   for each   s-coc-open in    
ii- super s-coc-closed if      is closed in   for each    s-coc-closed in  . 

 

Proposition (3.2) 

    If   is s-coc-  -space and       super s-coc-open bijective  then  is   -space . 

Proof  

    Let       such that      since   onto then there exist       such that      
          Then      since   is s-coc-    .Then there exists     s-coc-open sets such 

that (a                     .Since   super s-coc-open then             open in 

 .Then (                    ) and (                    ) .Thus   is   -space . 

 

 

Definition (3.5) [5]  

    Let       be a function of space   into space   then : 

i-   is called coc-closed function if      is coc-closed set in   for every closed set 

        
ii-   is called coc-open function if      is coc-open set in   for every open set       . 
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Proposition (3.3) 

     Let       onto s-coc-open function. If   is   -space then   is s-coc-  -space . 

Proof 

Let                  . Since       onto function, then there exists         such 

that                   , Then      . Since   is   -space then there exists      open 

sets in   such that                            .Since   s-coc-open function.  

Then            s-coc-open sets in  . Since      then            and     then 
          . Since      then            and      then            .Then   is s-

coc-  -space. 

 

Proposition (3.4) 

   Let       one-to-one s-coc-continuous function. If    is  -space then   is s-coc-

    – space. 

Proof : 
     Let                          .Since       one-to-one function and       

Then             .Since   is  -space then there exists     open sets in   such that 

                  and                    . Since   s-coc-continues function 

then               s-coc-open sets in   .Since         then           and       
  then          .Since         then           and         then    
      hence   is s-coc-  -space  

 

Definition (3.6) 

   Let       be a function of space   into space   then : 

1)    is called s-coc-closed function if      is s-coc-closed set in   for every closed set 

       . 

2)    is called s-coc-open function if      is s-coc-open set in   for every open set         
 

Definition (3.7)[5] 

   Let       be a function of space   into space  then :- 

i.   is called co ́-closed function if      is coc-closed set in   for all coc-closed   in  . 

ii.    s called co ́-open function if      is coc-open set in   for all co -open   in  . 

 

Definition (3.8) 

   Let       be a function of space   into space  then :- 

1)   is called s-co ́-closed function if      is s-coc-closed set in   for all s-coc-closed set   

in  . 

2)   is called s-co ́-open function if      is s-coc-open set in   for all s-co -open set   in  . 

 

Definition (3.9) 

  Let         are spaces. Then a function       is called s-coc-homeomorphism if  

1.   bijective  

2.   s-coc-continuous  

3.   s-coc-closed  (s-coc-open) 

     It is clear that every homeomorphism is s-coc-homeomorphism . 

 

Definition (3.10) 

Let         are spaces ,then a function       is called s-co ́-homeomorphism if  :- 

1.   bijective  

2.   s-co ́-continuous  

3.   s-co ́-closed  (s-coc-open) 

     It is clear that every homeomorphism is s-co ́-homeomorphism 
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Theorem (3.1) 

    Let   and   be s-co ́-homeomorphism space then   s-coc-  -space iff   is s-coc-  -

space. 

Proof:Clear  

Definition (3.11) [3] 

      A space is called   -space (Hausdorff) if and only if for each           there exists 

disjoint open sets         such that     ,       
 

Definition (3.12) 

     A space is called s-coc-  -space (s-coc-Hausdorff) if and only if for each          there 

exists          disjoint s-coc-open sets such that     ,       
 

Remark (3.2) 

 It is clear that every   -space is s-coc-  -space but the converse is not true for example  

 

Example (3.2) 

Let   {         }    {    { }}             .   discrete Topology. Then   is s-coc-

  -space but not   -space. 

 

Proposition (3.5) 

     Let       be bijective s-coc-open function . If   is   -space then   is s-coc-  -space. 

Proof : 
Let               .Since     bijective function,then                    
                             , Then       since   s-coc-open function  ,Since   is 

  -space and        then                   open sets in    such that            
            .Since   s-coc-open then            s-coc-open sets in   . Since      

then             and      then             and                      

.Hence   is s-coc-  -space 

 

Remark (3.3) 

  Every is s-coc-   space is s-coc-  space . But the converse is not true for the following 

example . 

 

Example (3.3) 

Let            coffinite Topology on    then      coffinite Topology  , let     .Since 

    { }      { } and       { }      { }.Since   { }    { }open sets 

then for all         ,   { }    { } are s-coc-open sets .Then   is s-coc-  -space . Since 

    and there is no disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that         .Thus (     is not 

s-coc-  -space . 

 

Proposition (3.6) 

    If   is s-coc-  -space and       super s-coc-open bijective then   is   -space . 

 

 

Proof  

   Let       such that        Since   onto then there exist       such that      
          and a    . Since   is s-coc-   . Then there exists     s-coc-open sets such that 

a        .Since   super s-coc-open then             open sets in Y. Since     
                          .Thus          disjoint sets .Then 

                         .Then for all                   such that      .There 

exists disjoint open sets in   such that               .Thus   is   -space . 
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Proposition (3.7) 

   Let       one-to-one s-coc-continuous function. If   is  -space then   is s-coc-  -

space. 

Proof  

Let                         . Since       one-to-one function and       then 

            in Y . Since   is  -space then       open sets in                    
            . Since   s-coc-continuous function then               s-coc-open sets 

in X , since         then             Since         then           and 

                           hence   is s-coc-  -space . 

 

Theorem (3.2) 

    Let   and   be s-co ́-homeomorphism space then   s-coc-  -space if and only if   is s-

coc-  -space. 

Proof 

 Let ,  be s-coc´-homeomorphism ,let  s-coc-  -space .Let                      
  .Since   onto function .Then                                                 

since   is s-coc-  -space ,Then                     s-coc-open sets in               
                   . Since     s-co ́-open function .Then            s-coc-open sets in 

 .Since      then            and      then           then            
         Then   s-coc-  -space . 

Conversely  

    Let                         .Since   one-to-one function and       then       
      .Since   is   -space                         s-coc open sets in                
                   . Since   s-coc-continuous function then               s-coc-

open sets in   .Since        then           . Since         then           and 

                 hence   is s-coc-  -space . 

 

 

Definition (3.13) [8] 

   A space   is said to be regular space if and only if for each            closed subset 

such that     there exist disjoint open sets      such that x            . 

 

Definition (3.14) 

    A space   is said to be s-coc-regular space if and only if  for each            closed 

subset of X such that     there exist disjoint  s-coc-open sets    such that   
         . 

 

Remark (3.4) 

     Every regular space is s-coc-regular but the convers is not true . 

 

Example (3.4) 

   Let X  {     }    {    {   }} .   s-coc-regular (Since s-coc-open sets is 

discrete)and  { }closed set and   { }                    open sets                  
  {   }                   .Then   is not regular . 

 

Proposition (3.8) 

   If        homeomorphism and s-co ́- homeomorphism. Then   is s-coc-regular if and 

only if   is s-coc-regular  
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Proof  

   Let   is s-coc-regular. To prove   s-coc-regular ,  let     and   closed set in   such that 

   . Then              since   is (closed) function then       closed set in . Since   is s-

coc-regular then there exists     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that                    
 

Since    s-co ́-continuous then               s-coc-open sets in  .Since        

                       . Then               disjoint sets in   .Then    (    )  

           (    )        . Since   bijective then         ,         . Then   is s-coc-

regular. 

Conversely:  

Let   s-coc-regular . To prove   is s-coc-regular ,let     and   closed set in   such that   
  .Since   onto then there exists     such that        .Then         .Since   continuous 

then        closed set in   and          .Since   s-coc-regular then there exists     disjoint 

s-coc-open sets such that               Since   s-co ́-continuous then           s-coc-

open sets in   . Since                                 Then          disjoint sets 

in  and              (      )       .Since   bijective then       ,       .Then   is 

s-coc-regular. 

 

Proposition (3.9) 

   A space   is s-coc-regular space if and only if for every       and every open set 

       such that     there exist s-coc-open set   such that      
     

   .  

Proof  

    Let   s-coc-regular space and                      such that    , Then    closed set in 

  and      then there exist disjoint s-coc-open sets      such that          . Hence 

     
     

   
     

      . 

Conversely  

    Let           closed set in   such that      then    open set in   and         then 

there exist s-coc-open sets    such that      
     

     . Then       

( 
     

)
 
are disjoint s-coc-open sets  .Then   s-coc-regular space 

 

Proposition (3.10) 

  If       onto , continuous , s-coc-open function and   regular space then   s-coc-

regular. 

Proof  

    Let           closed set such that     .Since   onto then there is     such that 

        . Since   continuous and   closed set in  . Then        closed in   and   
               . Since   regular space then there is     open disjoint sets such that 

                 .Since   s-coc-open then           s-coc-open sets and 

disjoint.Then             and        .Thus   s-coc-regular space 

  

Proposition (3.11)  

If        closed bijective , s-coc-continuous and if    regularthen   s-coc-regular . 

Proof  

  Let           closed set in   such that     .Since   closed function then      closed 

set in   such that           .Since   regular space then there is     open disjoint sets 

such that                    .Since  s-coc-continuous then               s-coc-

open sets and disjoint and    (    )            (    )         .Since   bijective 

then    (    )           (    )   . Since       then               

                 .Then   s-coc-regular . 
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Not that  

i. If   is s-coc-  -space then   need not to be s-coc-regular . 

ii. If   is s-coc-regular then   need not to be s-coc-  . 

   
 

Example (3.5) 

i. Let           coffinite Topology on     Since     and { } closed set such that 

  { }and  there is no disjoint s-coc-open sets      such that     { }     then   

is not s-coc-regular  . But   is s-coc-   

 

ii. Let   {         }        {   }   Since there is no closed set   such that     

where       then   is s-coc-regular .Since     {   }                    
     There is no     s-coc-open sets such that                       .Then   

is not s-coc-  space . 

 

 

Proposition (3.12) 

 

    If        super s-coc function, continuous , onto and   s-coc-regular then   is regular. 

Proof  

   Let           closed set in   such that     .Since   continues then        closed in 

 . Since   onto then there is     such that                    .Since X is s-coc-

regular then there exists      disjoint s-coc-open sets in   such that                 
 .Since   super s-coc-open then           open in  .Thus                   
     .Then   is regular space . 

 

Definition (3.15) [11]  

 

A space   is normal if and only if when every         are disjoint closed subsets in   , there  

exist disjoint open sets     with              . 

 

Definition (3.16) 

 

   A space   is called s-coc-normal space if and only if when every disjoint closed sets  

       there exist disjoint s-coc-open sets       such that                  . 

 

Remark (3.5) 

 It is clear that every normal space is s-coc-normal space  .but the converse is not true . 

 

Example (3.6) 

 

   Let   {       }    {    {     } {     } {   }.The closed sets in    are 

{    { } { } {   }} and     is discrete Topology then   is s-coc-normal .But not normal 

since { } { } disjoint closed sets and there exists no disjoint open sets        { }  
    { }      . 

 

Remark (3.6) 

1. If   is s-coc-  -space then   need not to be s-coc-normal. 

2. If   is s-coc-normal then   need not to be s-coc-regular. 

3. If   is s-coc-normal then   need not to be s-coc-  . 
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Example (3.7) 

1. Let        coffinite Topology on     Since { } { } disjoint closed sets and there is no 

s-coc-open sets      such that { }    { }    then   is not s-coc-normal But       is 

s-coc-   by example (3.1.3) .                                                                                                       
 

2. Let           {         
    

 }   Since   closed set and        there is no disjoint 

s-coc-open sets      such that                 then   is not s-coc-regular. But the 

closed sets are       
    {     

 }    
    {     

 }              are not disjoint 

closed sets then   is s-coc-normal. 

 

3. Let   {         }    {   }          {   }  Since there is no        dis joint 

closed sets then   is s-coc-normal  . If each                       since there exists 

no s-coc-open sets      such that                     then   is not s-coc-

  space . 

 

Proposition (3.13) 

  If       homeomorphism and s-co ́- homeomorphism .Then   is s-coc-normal if and 

only if   s-coc-normal  

Proof  

  To prove   s-coc-normal let   be s-coc-normal, let     disjoint closed sets in   .Since   
closed function, then             disjoint closed sets in   . Since   s-coc-normal then there 

exists     disjoint s-coc-open set in   such that                . Since   s-co ́-

continuous then                 disjoint s-coc-open sets in   such that              

          (     )          Since   one to one then                     .Then   s-

coc-normal . 

Conversely:  

  Let   s-coc-normal , to prove   s-coc-normal , let     disjoint closed sets in     Since   
continuous then                 disjoint sets in   Since X s-coc-normal then there exists 

disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that                     . Since   s-co ́-open then 

            disjoint s-coc-open sets in   such that  (      )           (      )         . 

Since   bijective then                 . Then   s-coc-normal 

 

Proposition (3.14) 

   If   s-coc-normal and         super s-coc-open, continuous and one to one then    is 

normal . 

Proof  

   Let      disjoint closed sets in  .Since   continuous then          
       closed sets in 

 .Since         then                               .Then                  
disjoint sets in  .Since   s-coc-normal then there exist disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that 

                       .Since   super s-coc-open then               open sets in 

Y . Since      then                    .Since   one to one then  (       )  

        ( 
      )     .Then                    .Then   is normal space . 

   

Proposition (3.15) 

   Let        continuous and s-coc-open function if   normal then   s-coc-normal . 

Proof  

    Let      disjoint closed sets in   then          
       closed disjoint sets in  . Since 

  normal then there is     open disjoint sets such that                         
 .Since   s-coc-open then                s-coc-open sets in   and disjoint such that 

                   then   is s-coc-normal space . 
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Proposition (3.16) 

   Let        s-coc-continuous and closed function , if   normal space then   s-coc-

normal  

Proof 

Let      disjoint closed sets in  .Since   closed function then             closed disjoint 

sets in  .Since   normal space then there is     open disjoint sets such that        
              .Since   s-coc-continuous then                disjoint s-coc-open sets 

then                          Thus   is s-coc-normal space . 

 

Proposition (3.17)  

A space   is s-coc-normal space if and only if for every closed set     and each open set 

       such that     there exist s-coc-open set   such that     
     

   . 

Proof  

    Let   s-coc-normal and let                  and   open set in   such that     then 

     disjoint closed sets .Since   is s-coc-normal space then there exist disjoint s-coc-open 

sets     such that            then      
     

   
     

     .Then 

     
     

   . 

Conversely: 
    Let      disjoint closed sets in    then   

  open set in   and      
 .Then there exists 

s-coc-open set   such that       
     

   
  then          

     
.Since 

  ( 
     

)
 
 are disjoint s-coc-open sets  hence   s-coc-normal space . 

 

Proposition (3.18) 

    If   s-coc-normal space and   -space, then   s-coc-regular space . 

Proof  

   Let           closed set in   such that     .Then { } closed subset of   .Since 

        -space   then { }     .Since   s-coc-normal space. Thus there exists s-coc-open set 

  such that { }      
     

   by proposition (3.17). So that      
     

 
 .Therefore   s-coc-regular space by proposition (3.9) . 

  

Definition (3.17) 

A space   is said to be s-co  -regular if for all     and all   s-coc-closed set such that     

there exist two disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that        . 

 

Proposition (3.19) 

  Every s-co  -regular is s-coc-regular  

 

Proof  

  Let    is closed set in  and     . Then   is s-coc-closed set, since  is s-    -regular .Then 

there exist two disjoint s-coc-regular sets      such that        . Then  s-coc-regular . 

 

Proposition (3.20) 

 If        onto super s-coc-open continuous and   is s-co  -regular then   is regular  

 

Proof  

Let    ,   closed set in   such that     . Since   continuous then         closed in   

.Since   onto then there exists     such that         .Then          and           

.Since   s-co  -regular then there exist     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that   
             .Since   is super s-coc-open then           disjoint open sets in  , and 

                Then   is regular 
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Proposition (3.21)  

   Let   s-co  -regular and        onto, s-coc-continuous and s-co ́-open. Then   is s-

coc-regular. 

 

Proof  

   Let       closed set in   such that     .Since   onto then there exists     such that 

       .Then          .Since   continuous then        closed set in   and   
       .Since   s-co  -regular then there exist two disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that 

              Since  s-co ́-open then           disjoint s-coc-open sets in   and 

since   onto then  (      )     .Then                     
Then   is s-coc-regular. 

 

Proposition (3.22) 

  A space   is s-co  -regular if and only if for all     and all   s-coc-open set such that 

    there exists W   s-coc-open set such that      
     

   

 

Proof  

  Let   is s-co  -regular,    and    s-coc-open set such that     .Then   s-coc- 

closed set and      . Since   is s-co  -regular then there exist disjoint s-coc-open sets 

    such that           . Hence      
     

   
     

      

Conversely  

  Let for all    ,  s-coc-open set such that     .Such that W  s-coc-open set such that 

     
     

    .Let    ,   s-coc-closed set in   such that    . Then   s-coc-

open set and     .Then      
     

     .Then       ( 
     

)
 
 .Since 

 
     

 s-coc-closed set, then ( 
     

)
 
 s-coc-open set  and  ( 

     
)
 
disjoint  . Then   

s-co  -regular . 

 

Proposition (3.23) 

If        s-co ́-homeomorphism. Then   s-co  -regular if and only if   is s-co  -regular 

 

Proof  

   Let   is s-co  -regular and            s-coc-closed set in   such that     .Since   

onto then there exists     such that         .Then          .Since   s-co ́-continuous 

then        closed set in   and           .Since   is s-co  -regular then there exist    

disjoint s-coc-open sets such that               .Since   s-coc´-open then            

disjoint s-coc-open sets in   and            (      )   . Since   be onto then 

 (      )     .Then           Then   s-co  -regular 

Conversely 

  Let   s-co  -regular and    ,   s-coc-closed set in   such that     then        
      .Since   s-co ́-closed then      s-coc-open in   and       . Since   s-co  -regular 

then there exist    disjoint s-coc-open sets such that              

Since   s-coc´-continuous then               disjoint s-coc-open sets in  such that 

                 (    )          . Since   one to one then      (    )  .Then   

s-co  -regular 

Definition (3.18) 

   A space   is said to be s-coc*-normal if for all     and all     disjoint s-coc-closed sets 

in   there exist     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that         
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Proposition (3.24) 

   Every s-co  -normal is s-coc-normal 

Proof 

  Let     disjoint closed sets in   .Then     are disjoint s-coc-closed sets in   .Since   s-

co  -regular then there exist     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that        .Then   s-

co -normal 

 

Proposition (3.25) 

   A space   is s-coc-normal if and only if for all s-coc-closed set     and all    s-coc-open 

set in   such that     there exists   s-coc-open sets such that      
     

   . 

Proof  

  Let   s-co  -normal and     such that   s-coc-closed and   s-coc-open in   such that 

    .Then     disjoint  s-coc-closed sets. Since   s-co  -normal then there exist     

disjoint s-coc-open sets such that          . Then      
     

   
     

   

Conversely  

   Let       disjoint s-coc-closed sets in  .Then   
  open set and      

  . Then there 

exists s-coc-open set   .Such that      
     

   
  .Then    ,   

  

( 
     

)
 
.Since   ( 

     
)
 
are disjoint s-coc-open sets .Then   s-co  -normal. 

 

Proposition (3.26) 

   If    s-co  -normal and  s-coc-  . Then   s-co  -regular  . 

 

Proof  

Let     and   s-coc-open set such that      . Since       –    –    then { } s-coc-

closed set by proposition (3.1) .Then { }     . Since   s-coc* -normal then there exists   s-

coc-open set, such that { }      
     

   .Then   s-co  -regular by proposition (3.22) 

  

Proposition (3.27) 

   If        onto super s-coc-open, continuous and   s-co  -normal, then   is normal 

 

Proof  

   Let     disjoint closed sets in   .Since   continuous then               disjoint closed 

sets in X . Since   s-co  -normal then there exists two disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that 

                  . Since   super s-coc-open then           disjoint open sets in   

and  (      )        (      )        . Since   onto then A             . Then 

  is normal 

 

Proposition (3.28) 

   Let   s-co  -normal and        bijective s-coc-continuous and s-co ́-open, then   is s-

coc-normal 

 

Proof 

   Let     disjoint closed sets in   .Since   continuous then               disjoint closed 

sets in X . Since   s-co  -normal then there exists two disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that 

                  . Since   s-co ́-open then           disjoint s-coc-open sets in   

and(      )        (      )       . Since   bijective then A              . 

Then   is s-coc-normal 
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Proposition (3.29) 

If        s-co ́-homeomorphism. Then   is s-co  -normal if and only if   s-co  -normal  

 

Proof  

  Let   s-co  -normal and     disjoint s-coc-closed sets in   .Since   s-co ́-continuous then 

              disjoint s-coc-closed sets in X . Since   s-co  -normal then there exists two 

disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that                   . Since   s-co ́-open then 

          disjoint open sets in   and (      )        (      )       .Since   

bijective then                . Then   is s-coc* -normal. 

Conversely  

  Let   is s-co  -normal and     disjoint s-coc-closed sets in X . Since   s-co ́-open then 

          disjoint s-coc-closed sets in   .Since   is s-co  -normal then there exists two 

disjoint s-coc-open sets     in   such that              . Since   s-co ́-continuous 

then               are disjoint s-coc-open sets in   such that  

   (    )            (    )         .Since   onto then                   

.Then   s-co  -normal space 

 

Definition (3.19) 

  A space   is said to be locally s-coc-regular if for all     and all   locally closed set such 

that     there exists     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that         

 

Definition (3.20) 

   A space   is said to be locally s-co  -regular if for all      and all   locally s-coc-closed 

set such that     there exists disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that        . 

 

Proposition (3.30) 

  Every  locallys-co  -regular is s-co  -regular 

Proof  

Let    ,   locallys-co  -regular, let A is s-coc-closed set in   such that     . Since 

A             thus A is locally s-coc-closed set. Since  locally s-co  -regular then 

there exists     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that          . Then   is s-co  --regular 

 

Remark (3.7) 

   Every locally s-co  -regular is  s-coc regular  

 

Definition (3.21) 

A space   is said to be locally s-coc-normal if for every all     disjoint locally closed sets 

there exists     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that         

  

Definition (3.22) 

   A space   is said to be locally s-co  -normalif for every all     disjoint locally s-coc-

closed sets there exists     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that         

 

 

Proposition (3.31)  

    Every locally s-co  –normal is s-co  -normal  

Proof  

   Let    are disjoint s-coc-closed sets in  . Since               and       thus A , 

B are disjoint locally s-coc-closed sets .Since X is locally s-co  –normal . Then there exists 

disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that        .Therefore  X is s-co  -normal . 
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Remark (3.8) 

  Every locally s-co  -normal is s-co  -normal . 

 

Proposition (3.32) 

  Every locally s-co  -regular is locally s-coc-regular 

Proof 

Let X is locally s-co  -regular  ,let   locally closed set in X and     then  by proposition 

(1.16) we get   is locally s-coc-closed set  .Since   is s-co  -regular then there exists     

disjoint s-coc-open sets such that        . Then   is locally s-coc-regular 

 

Proposition (3.33) 

  If   locally s-co  -regular and        continuous and s-co ́-homeomorphism , then   is  

locally s-co  -regular 

Proof  

Let    ,   locally s-coc-closed set in Y such that     .Since   onto then there exists 

    such that        . Then x        . Since   continuous and s-co ́-contionuous then 

       locally s-coc-closed set in   by proposition (2.11) and          in X . Since   

locally s-coc*-regular then there exists     disjoint s-coc-open sets such that   
           . Since   s -co ́-open then            disjoint s-coc-open sets in  and 

             (      )       . Since   onto then                . Then   is 

locally s-co  -regular 

 

Proposition (3.34) 

  Every locally s-co  -normal is locally s-coc-normal  

Proof by proposition (2.16) . 

 

Proposition (3.35) 

   If    locally s-co  -normal and        continuous and s-co ́-homeomorphism . Then   

is locally s-co  -normal 

Proof   

   Let    disjoint locally s-coc-closed sets in  . Since   continuous, s-co ́-continuous then 

              locally s-coc-closed set in   by proposition (2.11) .Since   locally s-co  -

normal then there exists disjoint s-coc-open sets     such that                   . 

Since   s-co ́-open then            disjoint s-coc-open sets in  and (      )  

      (      )       . Since   onto then                

Then   is locally s-co  -normal   
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                                                                        S-coc-   

 

 

  

 

                                   Normal                          S-coc-                                     regular 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              S-coc-normal                                                                S-coc-regular  

                                                                                               
 

                             S-co  -normal                                                               S-co  -regular 

                                                                                      –    –   

 

                     locally s-co  --normal                                                      locally s-co  -regular 

  

 

 

                       locally s-coc-normal                                                       locally s-co  -regular 
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    حىل بديهياث الفصل من النمط

رعذ عزيز العبذ الله              هشام الزبيذيهذيل   

 جامعة القادسية / كلية علوم الحاسوب وتكنولوجيا المعلومات
 

 المستخلص
. لقد ظهزث  separation axioms-coc-sا البحث قدمنا نىع جديد من بديهياث الفصل اسميناها ذفي ه        

.لقد تناولنا انىاع   coc-sخلال البحث مفاهيم جديدة منها التي تم شزحها ضمن المجمىعاث المفتىحت من النمط 

ووضحنا   coc-sمن الدوال المستمزة ووضحنا العلاقت بينها .وتناولنا تعاريف بديهياث الفصل من النمط 

 خىاصها و العلاقاث بينها .


